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We apply the method to queueing models with a birth-death structure such as 
have been studied in [2]. Extensions of the results of [2] by our method are discussed. 
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Queues as Harris Recurrent Markov Chains 
Karl Sigman, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA 
We present a general framework for modeling queues in discrete time (at arrival 
epochs) as Harris recurrent Markov Chains (HRMC's). Since HRMC's are regenera- 
tive, the queues inherit the regenerative structure. The input to the queues is a 
marked point process (mpp) for which the sequence (Tn, kn) of interarrival times 
and marks is assumed governed by a HRMC. Such inputs include the cases of i.i.d., 
regenerative, Markov modulated as well as the output from some queues. As specific 
examples, we consider split and match, tandem, G/G/c as well as more general 
open networks. In the case of i.i.d, input, explicit regeneration points can sometimes 
be found and we include some examples of this type. 
Anatomy of the Interpoldtion Method for Approximating Functions 
of Queueing Systems 
Burton Simon, University of Colorado, Denver, CO, USA 
Suppose A is the total arrival rate of customers to a queueing system, and f(A), 
0 <~ A < c, is some function of interest such as a moment or quantile of a sojourn 
time distribution. The light traffic limits of f are its derivatives at A =0; 
f(O),f'(O),f"(O), . . . .  A heavy traffic limit o f f  is h = limx_,c g(A), where g(A) is a 
"normalized" version off(A ), e.g. g(A ) = (c - A)f(A). Light and heavy traffic limits 
can be computed for a large class of systems, many of which are otherwise intractable. 
If k light traffic limits along with a heavy traffic limit can be calculated for f then 
f(A ) can be approximated by f(A) = ff(A )/d (A), where ~(A) is the unique kth degree 
polynomial that matches the known light and heavy traffic limits of g(A), and d(A) 
is the normalizing function, i.e. g(A)= d(h)f(h).  
This talk will present an overview of the interpolation method, and a new (simple 
but surprising) result that relates light and heavy traffic limits. This relation sheds 
light on the interpolation method by offering another construction of the same 
approximation, and points towards possible methods for attacking some open issues. 
